The approximation of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems by sampling series is an important topic in signal processing. However, the convergence of the approximation process is not guaranteed. In this paper we prove that for every sampling pattern that is a complete interpolating sequence there exists a universal stable LTI system such that for every oversampling factor there exists a bandlimited input signal such that the approximation process, which is used to approximate the output signal of the LTI system, diverges. This result shows a fundamental limit for the digital sampling-based implementation of systems.
INTRODUCTION
Sampling theory plays a fundamental role in modern signal and information processing, because it is the basis for today's digital world. In his seminal work [1] Shannon started this theory. The reconstruction of bandlimited signals from their samples is also widely used in other applications and theoretical concepts [2, 3, 4, 5] . For an overview of existing sampling theorems see for example [2, 6] , and [7] .
Although the sampling theorems are very important on their own, they do not reflect the actual purpose of signal processing. The core task of signal processing is to process data. This means that, usually, the interest is not in a reconstruction of the sampled signal itself, but in some processed version of it. This might be the derivative, the Hilbert transform or the output of any other stable linear system T . In the general case the goal is to approximate the desired transform T f of a signal f by an approximation process, which uses only finitely many, not necessarily equidistant, samples of the signal f . Exactly as in the case of signal reconstruction, the convergence and approximation behavior is important for practical applications [8] .
In this paper we analyze system approximation processes of the form
for signals f in PW 1 π , i.e., the space of bandlimited signals with absolutely integrable Fourier transform. {t k } k∈Z denotes the sequence of sampling points. For the special case of equidistant sampling, (1) reduces to 1 a
where a ≥ 1 denotes the oversampling factor and hT is the impulse response of the system T . It has already been shown that the Hilbert transform is a universal system for which there exists for every amount of oversampling a signal such that the peak value of (2) diverges [9] . Here we analyze whether the additional degree of freedom that is introduced by the non-equidistant sampling can be used to circumvent this divergence. In [10] it was conjectured that (1) is not always stable, i.e, that there exist stable LTI systems T and bandlimited signals f such that (1) diverges, regardless of oversampling. Our result in Section 4 proves this conjecture.
NOTATION
Letf denote the Fourier transform of a function f , wheref is to be understood in the distributional sense. L p (R), 1 ≤ p < ∞, is the space of all to the pth power Lebesgue integrable functions on R, with the usual norm · p, and L ∞ (R) the space of all functions for which the essential supremum norm · ∞ is finite. C [a, b] 
and t, a ∈ R. For every stable LTI system T :
for all f ∈ PW
, and consequently hT ∈ PW 2 π .
BASICS OF NON-EQUIDISTANT SAMPLING
In classical non-equidistant sampling, the goal is to reconstruct a bandlimited signal f from its non-equidistant samples {f (t k )} k∈Z , where {t k } k∈Z is the sequence of sampling points. One possibility to do the reconstruction is to use the sampling series
where the φ k , k ∈ Z, are certain reconstruction functions, to be specified later.
In this paper we consider sampling point sequences {t k } k∈Z that are real and a complete interpolating sequence for PW 2 π . Definition 1. We say that {t k } k∈Z is a complete interpolating sequence for PW
We further assume that the sequence of sampling points {t k } k∈Z is ordered strictly increasingly, and, without loss of generality, we assume that t0 = 0. Then, it follows that the product
converges uniformly on |z| ≤ R for all R < ∞, and φ is an entire function of exponential type π [11] . It can be seen from (5) that φ, which is often called generating function, has the zeros {t k } k∈Z .
Moreover, it follows that
is the unique function in PW 2 π that solves the interpolation problem φ k (t l ) = δ kl , where δ kl = 1 if k = l, and δ kl = 0 otherwise. Remark 1. Equidistant sampling with t k = k, k ∈ Z, is a special case of the more general non-equidistant setting that is considered in this paper. For equidistant sampling we have φ k (t) = sinc(t − k), k ∈ Z, and (4) reduces to the ordinary Shannon sampling series.
We also need the concept of a Riesz basis. 
It is well-known [12, p. 143 
NO-GO RESULT FOR SAMPLING-BASED SIGNAL APPROXIMATION
Next, we treat the system approximation problem and analyze system approximation process (1). 
Theorem 1 shows that a sampling-based implementation of stable LTI systems is not always possible for the signal space PW 1 π . This result illustrates the limits of a general sampling-based technology.
It is interesting to note that the system T * in Theorem 1 is universal in the sense that it does not depend on σ, i.e., the amount of oversampling. In other words, we can find a stable LTI system T * such that regardless of the oversampling factor 1 < α < ∞ there exists a signal f * ∈ PW 1 π/α for which the system approximation process diverges as in (8) .
Theorem 1 is an abstract existence result, which states the existence of a stable LTI system T * and a signal f * . However, we would like to mention that, using a technique from [9] , it is possible to explicitly construct a divergence creating system T * and signal f * .
Here we analyzed the behavior of the system approximation process for fixed t ∈ R. If instead the peak value is considered, it was shown in [9] that, for the special case of equidistant sampling, the Hilbert transform is a divergence creating system. 
For the proof of Lemma 1 we need Lemmas 2 and 3 from Szarek's paper [14] . For completeness and convenience, we state them next in a slightly simplified version, which is sufficient for our purposes.
Lemma 2 (Szarek). Let f be a nonnegative measurable function, C2 a positive constant, and n a natural number such that
and
Then there exists a number α = α(C2), 0 < α < 2 −3 and a natural number s such that
be a sequence of measurable functions. Further, define F k,n := F k+n − F k . Assume that for all k, n satisfying 1 ≤ k, n and 1 ≤ k + n ≤ N there exists a natural number s = s(k, n) such that
Then there exists a positive constant C3 = C3(α) such that
Now we are in the position to prove Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let {t k } k∈Z ⊂ R be an arbitrary but fixed ordered complete interpolating sequence for PW 2 π and φ k as defined in (6) 
iωt lφ l (ω1), and
We will show that |G k,n (ω1, ω)| satisfies the conditions (10) and (11) of Lemma 2. We have
where we used the fact that {φ l } k∈Z is a Riesz basis for PW 
We set G k,n (ω1, ω) = 0 for |ω1| > π and consider the Fourier transform
We have (FG k,n ( · , ω))(t) = 2πg k,n (−t, ω), where g k,n (t, ω) := k<|l|≤k+n e iωt l φ l (t). Let q be the conjugate of p, i.e., 1/p + 1/q = 1, then the Hausdorff-Young inequality [15] , [6, p. 19] shows that there exists a constant C4 = C4(p) such that
Note that the constant C4(p) is independent of ω. We analyze the integral on the right-hand side of (13) . We have g k,n ( · , ω) ∈ B q π . Since {t k } k∈Z is a complete interpolating sequence for PW 2 π , we have [16] inf k∈Z (t k+1 − t k ) > 0, and it is known [17, p. 101 ] that there exists a positive constant C5(q) that is independent of k, n, and ω such that
Combining (13) and (14) gives
and for p = 5/4 we obtain
Choosing C2 = max 2B 2 , (C4(
, we see from (12) and (15) that the function |G k,n (ω1, ω)| satisfies conditions (10) and (11), that is the assumptions of Lemma 2. Hence, as a result of Lemma 2, |G k (ω1, ω)| also satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3, and application of Lemma 3 completes the proof.
Next, we state the second lemma which we need for the proofs.
We will use it to analyze the influence of the transfer functionĥT on the approximation process. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let {t k } k∈Z ⊂ R be an ordered complete interpolating sequence for PW 2 π , ω ∈ [−π, π], t ∈ R, and N ∈ N, all be arbitrary but fixed. Further, let φ k be defined as in (6) . For 
Hence, taking the limit n → ∞ on both sides of
completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {t k } k∈Z ⊂ R be an arbitrary but fixed ordered complete interpolating sequence for PW 2 π and φ k as defined in (6) . Further, let t ∈ R be arbitrary but fixed.
From Lemma 1 we see that
Due to Lemma 4 this implies that 
In particular, for ω = 0 there exists a stable LTI system T * = T0 such that
T0 is the desired stable LTI system T * . Next, let 0 < σ < π be arbitrary but fixed. For f ∈ PW
Hence, it follows that Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is identical to the proof of Theorem 1, except that we choose ω ∈ [σ1, σ2] instead of ω = 0. Since the divergence creating stable LTI system T * depends on the actual choice of ω, we see that T * is no longer universal in the sense that it is independent of σ1 and σ2.
RELATION TO PRIOR WORK
The approximation of LTI systems by sampling series has been studied for a long time [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 8] , but usually only for specific systems, e.g., the Hilbert transform or the differential operator [21, 8] or for the space PW 2 π [19, 20] . In [23] , Habib derives a sampling representation for certain bounded linear systems operating on the Zakai space. However, the class of systems for which this sampling representation holds is very restricted [24] . Sampling theorems for the signal space PW 1 π were first studied in [25] . In this paper we study the system approximation problem for the space PW 1 π and show that the approximation is not necessarily stable. This proves a conjecture from [10] .
